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Abstract—In this paper, a framework for automatic generation of a flexible and modular system for fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) is proposed. The method is based on an ontology-based integration framework, which gathers the information from various engineering artifacts. Based on the ontologies, FDD functions are generated based on structural and procedural generation rules. The rules are encoded as SPARQL queries which automatically build logical segments of the entire manufacturing system in the ontology, assign sub-processes to these segments, and finally generate the appropriate FDD system for the sub-process. These generated modular FDD functions are additionally combined in a modular way to enable the fault detection and diagnosis of the entire system. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated by a first application to a conveyor system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Undetected or unhandled component failures of manufacturing systems not only pose a threat to the operation personnel, the environment, and the plant itself but are also one of the major cost factors during the production time [1]. To counteract and significantly reduce the probability of the mentioned threats, system faults have to be detected, localized and also handled at an early stage. Therefore, fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) systems are included into the control architecture of the manufacturing system to monitor the plant.

Venkatasubramanian [2] summarized generally applied FDD methods which are classified into four categories: (1) qualitative and (2) quantitative model-based methods [3], and (3) qualitative and (4) quantitative process-history based methods [4]. However, none of these methods encompasses all desired characteristics like fast detection and analysis, robustness, and adaptability. Furthermore, the lack of a consistent plant data management hinders the efficient and re-usable modeling of inherent coherence and dependencies of components required for modular and easily reconfigurable FDD systems.

A promising approach to overcome the above-mentioned issues is to combine model-based approaches with process history methods [5]. For instance, the proposed fault diagnosis approach described in [6] is based on the structural plant knowledge mapped to the CAEX (computer-aided engineering exchange) model combined with process knowledge given by formalized process descriptions. However, for flexible and reconfigurable Industry 4.0 systems, modular and scalable fault diagnosis approaches are required for such systems [7].

In this paper, the ontology-based fault diagnosis approaches proposed in [8] and [9] are both extended and combined to achieve a modular, scalable, and easily configurable FDD system for manufacturing systems. The approach is based on the formalization of structural plant knowledge in terms of mapping the data of various engineering documents to the defined ontologies. The formalized plant model is then analyzed and logical segments of the underlying manufacturing systems are build by user-definable rules encoded as SPARQL queries. Afterward, predefined sub-processes are automatically assigned to the built logical segments encompassing also the diagnosis information of the individual segment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the integration and formalization of the system knowledge with an ontology-based integration framework is described. The approach for generating FDD systems automatically based on the formalized system knowledge is summarized in Sec. III. Section IV describes the evaluation of the proposed approach by application to a laboratory transportation system, and Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. FORMALIZATION OF SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE

The proposed approach for automatically generating FDD systems is based on the a-priori knowledge of the underlying manufacturing system captured within a modular structured ontology-based integration framework, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and also Fig. 2.

A. System Knowledge

The system knowledge encompasses the plant model representing, for example, the mechanical structure and the electrical wiring of the underlying manufacturing system. Here, the system and its components can be described based on AutomationML [10]. Furthermore, the description of processes executed on the plant (e.g., given as process recipes) is required for fault diagnosis. However, since those sources of system

Fig. 1. Overview of the ontology-based integration framework, where several domain ontologies are bridged by a modular-structured reference ontology. The ontology modules, which are relevant for the proposed approach, are highlighted with color.
knowledge often do not exist in a formalized form, they have to be formalized in the first step for further processing. The formalization is achieved by mapping the information of the engineering documents to previously defined ontologies and is described in Sec. II-C.

B. Integration Framework

The integration framework is composed out of several individual domain ontologies which are bridged by a superior reference ontology. This modular structure is defined according to the concept proposed in [11] and has several advantages like, for instance, the seamless integration of additional ontology models in terms of ontology mapping. For further details, advantages, as well as a formal definition of the integration framework it is referred to [9].

C. Ontology Instantiation

For instantiating the developed ontologies, a combined engineering and supervisory and control tool called Testbed Manager has been developed. This tool enables the graphical planning of the desired transportation system based on standard components as depicted in Fig. 3. After the system design, the corresponding ontologies are automatically instantiated according to the internal tool model. Furthermore, the Testbed Manager acts as supervisory and control system where the desired path, the routing algorithm and options can be selected and detected faults are reported.

The instantiation of the ontologies is achieved by an implemented tool connector, which maps the internal concepts of the Testbed Manager model to the concepts and properties of the ontologies. Referring to Fig. 4 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that, for instance, the conveyor component in the Testbed Manager is mapped to the class Conveyor with all associated properties and references to other components the conveyor is connected with (see property assertions of instance C1 in Fig. 4).

An example of the implemented and automatically instantiated ontologies is depicted in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the ontology for representing the concepts of a transportation system (Testbed.owl) are defined upon the CAEX ontology due to presentation purposes. However, the references between the individual ontologies are usually defined in the reference ontology. The highlighted AutomationML concepts (AutomationML.owl) represent generic connector classes as defined in [10]. In the proposed approach, an adapted implementation of the AutomationML standard interface class Order is applied to represent the order of sensors and actuators attached to a conveyor. This simplifies the entire segmentation process since only the outer sensors and actuators are relevant for building the logical segments of the underlying system. The implemented class Order, wherein the sensors are referenced, is depicted on the top right side of Fig. 4.

III. KNOWLEDGE-BASED FAULT DETECTION

After formalization of the engineering knowledge the segmentation and FDD generation process is started.

A. Segmentation and Process Assignment

The initial step of the FDD generation process consists of the segmentation step. Here, the goal of the segmentation process is to (semi-)automatically build logical segments of functional coherent components in the ontologies of the integration framework. The segmentation process is described by application to the laboratory conveyor system as depicted in Fig. 5 and described in Sec. IV-A.

Considering Fig. 5, it can be seen that the logical segments are limited by the outer sensors of each physical conveyor. Since each conveyor has an assigned instance of the class

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the Testbed Manager, which represents the engineering tool for the underlying transportation system as well as the supervisory and control system combined in one single tool.
Order, which holds the ordering of the attached sensors and actuators, the limiting sensors can easily be retrieved from the instantiated ontologies. For instance, the SPARQL query in Listing 1 retrieves the first sensor of the conveyor C1 of the transportation system as depicted in Fig. 5. Since the last sensor can be retrieved accordingly, the resulting logical transportation segment is added as an instance to the testbed ontology via SPARQL insert / construct. The built logical segments for conveyor C1 are denoted as ASC1C* and marked in Fig. 4 as atomic sections. Additionally, the physical properties like the dimensions of the new logical segments are computed based on the properties assigned to the underlying physical segments ( conveyors).

Beside structural rules to build the logical segments out of the physical model stored in the ontology-based integration framework, there also exist procedural rules. Those rules are responsible for assigning sub-processes to the generated logical segments as well as instantiating the corresponding FDD procedure. The benefit of this modular approach is that the complexity of the FDD procedure assigned to a logical segment is minimized, which represents the basis for a flexible and hierarchical FDD composition. Here, one of the challenges is to identify the possible process which can be executed on the automatically built logical segments.

To cope with the above-mentioned issue, several process descriptions for possible logical segments have been developed and implemented. Each process is described as PackML state machine [12, pp. 214] in order to provide a standardized interface to the logical segment and the process executed on it. With this approach it is possible to automatically identify the corresponding PackML state machine of a generated logical segment. For example, the transportation segment as depicted in Fig. 5 only requires two different parameterizable PackML state machines to describe the entire possible transportation process that can be executed. One type is instantiated for the linear segments with only two physical connections to other conveyors, which also includes the built segments at the corners of the transportation loop, and the second one is applied for the segments with three physical connections. Thus, the appropriate PackML state machine can be easily determined during the segmentation process according to the information in the ontologies.

B. Parametrization of the PackML State Machines

Since the defined PackML state machines represent generic process descriptions that can be used to describe a set of elementary processes, these process descriptions have to be...
parametrized when they are instantiated and assigned to a specific logical segment. The parametrization process is encoded in additional procedural rules which, for instance, insert the physical parameters or transportation time for the detection of a stuck pallet between two sensors.

C. Online Fault Detection and Diagnosis

As depicted in Fig. 2, the ontology-based integration framework instantiated with the a-priori system knowledge is additionally populated with the runtime data during runtime of the underlying manufacturing system. This enables the real-time fault diagnosis of the system based on the formalized system knowledge and the process descriptions. However, the bottleneck is the execution time of the reasoner in order to process the FDD rules on the implemented ontologies. To enable a fast detection of occurred faults, the relevant concepts and relations which are assigned to a logical segment built during the segmentation process are stored in an additional ontology model. This separated ontology model, denoted in Fig. 2 as local ontology of each detection agent, only contains the knowledge about the specific part of the underlying manufacturing system which is relevant for the FDD process. It is assigned to a detection agent responsible for the fault detection of the according logical segment. Since this information set is reduced to a minimum, the reasoning and execution of the fault detection procedure can be carried out within reasonable time.

In contrast, the diagnosis agent, which is running on a centralized component and acting as the global governor in the FDD process, has access to the entire knowledge of the integration framework. The reason is, that the basic system faults have to be detected very quickly while the diagnosis (e.g., identifying the root cause of the occurred faults) usually has a higher time constant since an entire root cause analysis represents a computationally expensive task. While the ontologies in the integration framework are only updated with the current runtime data, the historical runtime data is stored in an additional data base. The benefit is that the ontologies only hold the current state of the underlying manufacturing system and decisions can be made very fast based on the current state. To conduct an extensive root cause analysis the historical data is also often required to identify the specific root cause of occurred faults. The entire FDD process and the interaction and communication between the involved components is summarized in the sequence diagram depicted in Fig. 6. Therein, it can also be seen, that the diagnosis agent can, beside identifying complex system faults and conducting root cause analysis, also send fault handling strategies to the underlying detection agents. This hierarchical approach also enables the fast adaption of the FDD system, since changes of the underlying manufacturing system can be propagated to the integration framework and, for instance, new segments with assigned detection agents can be easily integrated.

IV. EVALUATION

The first evaluation of the proposed and implemented knowledge-based fault detection and diagnosis approach is carried out by application to a laboratory transportation system.

A. Description of the Target System

The target system is a laboratory conveyor system as depicted in Fig. 5. It consists of more than 40 Festo control units CPX-CEC-C1, each of them controlling one individual segment. A segment typically consists of a conveyor, an identification station (RFID-reader, inductive proximity switch, and stopper), and a gripper station to fix the pallet at a certain position for manipulation tasks. The system is characterized by a high redundancy of simple transportation structures, which makes the transportation system suitable to illustrate the applicability and scalability of the proposed approach.

As depicted in Fig. 7, each component of the proposed FDD system is connected to an integration layer. This integration layer represents the communication interface for all components and is realized based on MQTT (message queue for telemetry transfer). Therefore, the message broker Mosquitto [13] is applied in this framework, which receives messages from the connected clients and forwards the respective message to all clients that subscribed to the specific topic.

B. Implementation of the Individual Components

The hardware-nearest components are represented by the reactive control part of the detection agents. Therefore, each controller is running the IEC 61499 runtime environment Forte as part of the 4diac (Framework for Distributed Industrial Automation and Control) framework [14]. Process descriptions represented by the PackML state machines are encoded into the event control chart (ECC) of a basic function block (FB) in 4diac. The reactive control has access to the individual sensors and actuators via service-interface FBs and communicates with
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the other components via the integration layer. The proactive part of the detection agents are implemented in the Java agent development framework (JADE) on a centralized computer.

The superior component in the proposed modular and hierarchical FDD system structure is represented by the diagnosis agent. This agent is also implemented in JADE [15] and has access to the ontologies via the integration layer. Therefore, the diagnosis agent can send queries directly to the ontologies of the integration framework and thus conduct a global fault diagnosis or root cause analysis.

C. Use Case: Stopper Sensor Fault
The considered sub-part of the conveyor system for evaluation is represented by the logical segment ASCIC3 depicted in Fig. 5, which is built during the segmentation process and contains sensors and actuators of the underlying conveyors C1 and C3. This logical segment is terminated by the sensors S1.3 of conveyor C3 and S3.1 of conveyor C3. Thus, the assigned detection agent is focused on the events on the entry and exit sensor of the logical segment.

When the incoming pallet is detected by sensor S1.3, the stopper ST1.3 should be opened when no other pallet is currently passing the logical segment. The reactive control, as part of the assigned detection agent, sends the open signal to the corresponding stopper as depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 8. Since the position feedback from the sensor attached to the stopper does not change from state false to true as expected, the reactive control immediately informs the superior proactive control about the deviation of the two signals. The proactive control in turn triggers a warning message in the Testbed Manager and further monitors the process. At this state of the process it can not be distinguished between a sensor fault and mechanical fault of the stopper due to the restricted process feedback. The monitoring of the proactive control is based on constantly executing queries on the local ontology in order to retrieve the cause of the occurred signal deviation. After the sensor signal S1.3 changes from true to false, the probability of a fault of the position feedback sensor increased but could still have other reasons within the process. However, after the outer sensor S3.1 has detected a pallet, the proactive control can identify the sensor of ST1.3 as the faulty component and triggers the fault message via the diagnosis agent in the superior supervisory and control tool (Testbed Manager). In this case, either the process should be stopped as it is usually required in typical industrial processes or, if the fault does not affect the correct routing of the pallet in this case, an immediate replacement of the sensor should be requested.

It should be noted, that each local fault detection agent also takes into account the transportation time for the underlying logical segment. This parameter is currently set with a default value but could also be computed based on the information contained in the ontologies and/or the runtime data (current motor speed if accessible).

D. Future Work
The current evaluation focused on the generation process itself, verifying the mapping of the engineering data to the developed ontologies as well as the correct automatic instantiation and parametrization of the developed state machines for the local fault detection. It was shown, that the automatic setup of the individual detection agents responsible for local fault detection is feasible, based on the developed ontology-based framework. However, in order to evaluate the interaction of the individual (local) fault detection methods, especially in cases of multiple faults occurring at the same time, more complex use cases are required. Considering a logical segment with three connections (see right side of Fig. 5), there exists possible faults where the decision on the root cause cannot be made locally. For instance, if the pallet should follow a desired path through the transportation system, it could be possible that either the transportation switch or the outer sensors of the logical three-port segment (or even all at the same time) are not working as expected. In such cases, the superior diagnosis agent has to increase the reasoning scope by additionally taking into account the information gathered from the adjacent logical segments. This parameter is currently set with a default value but could also be computed based on the information contained in the ontologies and/or the runtime data (current motor speed if accessible).

V. Conclusions
This paper presents a framework for the knowledge-based fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) in industrial transportation systems. The approach is based on the formalized knowledge about the underlying manufacturing system gathered during the engineering process. This system knowledge is stored in predefined ontologies and is additionally enriched with runtime data from the sensors, which enables the online reasoning for occurred faults in the system. To tackle the complexity and scalability issues, the initial step of the proposed method consists of a (semi-)automatic segmentation of the ontology model of the underlying manufacturing system into logical segments. Here, the entire segmentation process is defined by manually defined SPARQL rules which are executed on the instantiated ontologies by a reasoner. Afterward, predefined process and FDD descriptions based on the PacML state machine are automatically instantiated and parametrized based on the information stored in the ontologies. These descriptions are individually assigned to the previously generated logical segments (mapping to different physical segments).

The proposed approach has two main advantages. First, repetitive tasks like the programming and parametrization of the FDD methods for each segment can be automated by encoding them once into SPARQL rules. These rules can...
automatically extract or also compute the required parameters from the underlying knowledge base, represented by the instantiated ontologies. Here, the main task is to define the required SPARQL rules, which can then be executed for each logical segment of the manufacturing system. However, the main challenge here is to extract the required data from the engineering documents elaborated during the engineering phase of the manufacturing system, and to instantiate the ontologies with this data. The second advantage is that the probability of forgotten changes on changing system structures can be reduced due to the possibility to automatically trigger the FDD generation process on each change in the ontologies.

The current implementation of the proposed framework enables the automatic segmentation of the entire conveyor system into logical segments, the assignment of sub-processes, as well as the automatic parametrization of the FDD modules. However, future work will address the combination of the individual instantiated FDD modules assigned to the automatically defined logical segments, in order to achieve global fault detection and handling as discussed in Sec. IV-D.
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